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8 Pilot Institutions
Academy of Art University
 Chapman University
 Claremont School of Theology
 Concordia University Irvine
 Mount St. Mary’s College
 University of California Davis
 University of Hawaii/Maui College
 University of Redlands


New Process










WASC now asking for a specific set of
disaggregated data and a more structured analysis
Focus on retention rates, graduation rates and
median elapsed time to degree
Designed to identify unsatisfactory rates/gaps and
to assess the adequacy of plans to address them
The report is composed of UG and GR data
templates and narrative(s) which provide context
Reviewed by a newly formed WASC Retention
and Graduation Rate Committee

Chapman’s Institutional DataMart

UG Template Example
Sample Institution

GR Template Example
Sample Institution

Narrative Essay

Narrative Essay (Cont.)

Initial Questions









Are these data easily accessible? And are we
able to disaggregate the data being
requested?
Which offices/stakeholders should be
involved in preparing the narrative reports?
Should we do one combined UG and GR
report or two separate reports?
How will we divide the GR into categories?
Where are we going to get peer comparison
data?

Challenges/Concerns: Data and
Analysis




Graduate admission protocol and coding were not
designed with this type of analysis in mind
Establishing graduate cohorts is difficult and timeconsuming










exclusions and revisions largely require manual review
first-year program changes, later program changes, entry into
interweaved degrees, IPEDS-defined exclusions, and completion
of compensatory degrees are all excludable factors
students pursue multiple programs

New GR programs were included in the retention and
time to degree data but not in the 5 year grad rates
MAT/credential students needed to be separated
Peer comparative data for GR and transfer students
difficult to obtain

Challenges/Concerns: Narrative











Organizing key players
Deciding on how to report
How do we define student success
Obligated to say something even though rates are
good.
Having enough time to share report and get feedback
from the campus community
Sticking to 5 pages for each report with the level of
depth requested
Uncertainty about Process: “We are learning as we go.
We are just a pilot.”

Retention & Graduation
Committee Report
Report Content:
 Background
 Findings
 Recommendations
RUBRIC FOR EVALUATING INSTITUTIONAL TEMPLATES AND NARRATIVE
INITIAL

EMERGING

DEVELOPED

Partially completed templates
or did not complete them for all
groups. Explanations in
narrative may be Spartan or do
adequately assess the data in
the templates.

Completed templates
properly for all
groups but narrative
does not fully explain
or examine the
trends in the data.

Completed templates
properly and
narrative provides an
adequate, though
“basic”
understanding and
interpretation of the
data therein.

HIGHLY DEVELOPED
Completed templates properly.
Analyses and contextualization
in narrative thoroughly explain
the trends in the data.
Additional statistics may be
brought to bear to buttress
arguments made in the
narrative. Institution is
thoroughly committed to
understanding its retention,
graduation rates, and time-todegree at all levels.

Chapman Report: Background
DRAFT – 9-11-12
Retention and Graduation Committee
Report
Background
Institution: ____Chapman University_________________

Organizational Type: Public __ Private, non-profit _X_ For-profit __
Accreditation status/date:
Eligible granted ______
Candidacy granted ________
Last accredited/reaccredited __6/20/2007_____
Notice of Concern __
Sanction: Warning __ Probation__ Show Cause__
Date of next WASC interaction:
Interim Report ______
Special Visit ______
Off-site Review __April 20, 2013________
Reaccreditation Visit _Fall 2013______
Institutions used for comparison (list):
Undergraduate: Loyola Marymount University, Pepperdine University, Santa Clara University, Seattle University, University of San Diego,
University of San Francisco, University of the Pacific
Graduate: NONE provided
__________________________________________________________________________________

Chapman Report: Findings
Findings:
___ Template(s) Completed properly? -_X___Yes ___No
IF NOT: Please explain why not:__________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________ __
___ Narrative is responsive to WASC requirements? -__X__Yes ___No
IF NOT: Please explain why not:__ ________________________________________
___Appropriate Comparison campuses? -__X__Yes for undergraduates ___No for graduate
IF NOT: Please explain why not:
Appropriate peers selected for undergraduate, but there are no comparisons made with these peer schools for “transfer” students.
At the graduate level, no peers institutions are provided. Though it is a difficult task to obtain peer institutions at this level, some peer
institutions might have been found for the JD degree.
Retention and graduation and analysis are within acceptable ranges.
For the whole_X__ Yes ___No
Please comment if “No”:
•
•

Chapman did a good job of identifying challenges and specific solutions for addressing each challenge.
However, the reason for lower than average graduation rates for MA Tch degree recipients is not identified. Many of these
students receive their teaching credentials but don’t complete the Master’s degree itself.

within specific subpopulations?
Please comment if “No”:
•
•

__ Yes ___No

Lower rates for freshman Pell recipients are noted, but addressed by institution in their review.
Analysis was better developed for undergraduate data than graduate

Other concerns arose in the review ? ___ Yes ___No

Chapman Report: Recommendations
Recommendation(s):
__ Review in three years
__Review in six years
__Refer to next interaction with WASC as noted at the top of the previous page

__Request to be included in next Interim Report
__Request Special Visit
__Request next re-accreditation cycle

Areas of concern for next peer review:
•
•

Double check that efforts to close the gap for freshman Pell recipients are working
Need to identify obtain Peer comparisons for transfer retention rates, graduation rates and time-to-degree. Peers have been
identified but comparison statistics were not obtained.

Lessons Learned/Tips






Start early—you need time to get peer data and share
draft with the campus community.
In addition to Assessment and IR, consider including
Student Affairs, Enrollment Services, and Graduate
Studies in the discussion and development of the
templates and essays.
Review the directions for defining cohorts carefully and
discuss before beginning the review of data. The
decisions made very much frame the process going
forward.

Lessons Learned/Tips (Cont.)












Define student success early
Keep in mind that the Retention/Graduation Report
will be linked to Institutional Reaccreditation Report
Essay #3: Defining and promoting “student success”.
Put substantial thought into the peer group(s) you
select for comparison.
Build consortium with other like schools for
comparison data for GR and transfer students.
Interim report will be required if comparison data is
not provided.
Understand the evaluation process in advance
Participate in WASC webinars if available

Questions?

